Is there currently a single or two family residence on the property where the burn is planned?

Was more than one acre of land cleared for burning?

Was more than one acre of land cleared for burning?

Will the burn be outside the city limits of Grass Valley, Nevada City, Portola, East Quincy, or Quincy?

Will only natural, non-treated vegetation be burned?

Will less than 10 acres of vegetation be burned per day?

Has the material been given time to dry per district rule 314?

Are the piles composed of less than 20% leaves and pine needles?

Is the planned burn scheduled on a permissive burn day as determined by the Northern Sierra AQMD?

Are all the conditions on the permit or SMP being followed?

Air Pollution Permit Required

Prohibited Burning

Smoke Management Plan Required

In compliance with NSAQMD burn laws. Be careful not to create a smoke nuisance. Check with CalFire for fire safety laws.
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